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)  THE FUTURE OF VIRTUAL  
REALITY – THE VR LAB 
A RESEARCH PROJECT WITH 
EYEVIS PARTICIPATION 
 
In the Virtual Reality Laboratory  
of Reutlingen University a project on 
virtual environments is investigating 
innovative modes of Interaction 
between user und machine.  
 
More on page 08

)   ZDF STUDIO IN THE CAPITAL 
THE NEW STUDIO-MONITOR  
WALL OF THE SECOND TV 
CHANNEL IN BERLIN 
 
Many programmes of the ZDF (a major 
public-service channel) are now broad-
cast with the support of eyevis tech- 
nology. At the beginning of 2012  
the new Monitor Wall was installed by 
eyevis partner Wellen+Nöthen. 
 
More on page 20
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developments that made (and make!) 
a difference to the world
Baden-Württemberg’s inventive spirit  
knows no bounds
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EYEVISION OVERVIEW  

Dear customers, 
dear friends and colleagues 
of the eyevis company,
When we began our series on “Great minds and und outstanding developments” 
we were hardly aware ourselves that so many pioneering inventions, which we can 
scarcely imagine being without today, began life in Baden-Württemberg. 
The article on pages three to fi ve fi nishes off this series with a fl ourish. You may 
anticipate that we have other treats in store for you in future.

Standing still means going backwards – this is the most important reason for eyevis 
to constantly strive to initiate new developments, not simply to keep up with current 
technical innovations but rather to play a pro-active role in moving them forwards. 
Naturally this is important for all the other areas of our business. That is why our 
whole presentation has undergone a facelift under the motto “From Expert to Expert”. 
On pages 26 and 27 you will fi nd an initial perspective with the new-look images.

Using moving pictures for Information and advertising on our own behalf is becom-
ing increasingly important for our company. The internet as today’s No. 1 information 
medium makes this possible. What you can discover about eyevis, for instance 
via YouTube and Facebook as well as from our own MicroSites, you can learn about 
on page 24 following.

As always you will fi nd exciting reports of new eyevis products, of our participation 
at relevant international trade fairs and interesting projects which we were 
able to realize for clients. For instance, the requirements to be met when installing 
a multiple-channel back-projection in a TV-Studio are presented on page 21.

I wish you much enjoyment in reading this issue of eyevision,

Eric Hénique/Director Marketing and International Sales



) EYEVIS REGIONAL – GREAT MINDS AND OUTSTANDING DEVELOPMENTS  

Developments which 
made (and make!) 
a difference to the world 
From UHU to the bra – Baden-Württemberg’s 
inventive spirit knows no bounds

n Our “dear little land” (Ländle), as 
Baden-Württemberg’s inhabitants affec-
tionately call it, appears to provide 
the perfect growing medium for creative 
spirits. Otherwise it would be almost 
impossible to explain the numerous 
developments which have their origins 
here, many of which still play an active 
part in today’s world. To end this series 
about great inventors of our home state 
with some � reworks we want to tell you 
about many other inventions great and 
small, all ‘Made in Baden-Württemberg’, 
which we have not found room for in the 
previous three editions of eyevision.
Inevitably, this � nal review of inventions 
from Baden-Württemberg must begin with 
a means of transport.

Karl Drais and 
his ‘running machine’

Drais lived from 1785 bis 1851 in the (then) 
Duchy of Baden. He was � rst employed as 
a forestry o�  cial, later as a teacher of future 
forestry staff. That did not stop him giving 
free rein to his inventive fantasy. He devel-
oped, for instance, a piano-recorder, a 
device which documented on a paper strip 
the order in which the keys were pressed.
He can also be credited with the � rst type-
writer with a keyboard and a wood-saving 
stove with a hay-chest for slow-cooking. 
His most important invention, however, was 
undoubtedly the steerable ‘dandy horse’ 
or Draisine, with two wheels but no pedals, 
the precursor of the bicycle we know today 
and recently reborn as a learner bike for 
small children. This was the � rst realization 
of the two-wheel principle which enabled 
the movement of a vehicle with two wheels 
aligned one behind the other.

Louis Leitz and his tidy mind

It is often dissatisfaction with something 
which leads to a new idea. This is what hap-
pened with Louis Leitz of Stuttgart, who 
was looking for a practical solution to the 
problem of how to store and organize 
papers in a systematic way. So he invented 
the lever-arch � le and applied for a patent in 
1896. Despite the progressive development 
of digital administration his ingenious 
device is still in use throughout the world.

The dandy-horse 
or Draisine Karl Drais

Who doesn‘t recognize 
it – the Leitz � le
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) EYEVIS REGIONAL – GREAT MINDS AND OUTSTANDING DEVELOPMENTS

The bright idea of 
Jakob Friedrich Kammerer

The invention of this Swabian is 
still to be found today in practically 

every household. He suddenly came up 
with this truly sparkling design in 1832 – he 
had invented a phosphorus-based friction 
match, and went on to produce them on 
a large scale in Switzerland. These matches 
were the (dangerous!) forerunners of 
today’s safety matches.

Robert Kull, 
the Spätzle-Schwob 
(=Spätzle-Swabian)

The Swabians adore one local culinary
delight: the much-praised Swabian 
“Spätzle”, a kind of pasta automatically 
served as a hunger-stilling side-dish 
in the region. Robert Kull of Stuttgart was 
no exception. But he wanted to simplify 
and speed up the traditional, time-
consuming method of scraping the soft 
dough in strips from a board into 
boiling water. 
He patented – some 70 years ago – his 
“dough press”, a cylinder with many small 
round holes and matching metal stamp 
with “spikes”. The Spätzle- press has 
since marched triumphantly through the 
culinary landscape for decades. 
By the way, the original Spätzle-press manu-
factured by the Kull company is still called 
a “Spätzle-Schwob” today.

Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin – 
airship pioneer 

Over Lake Constance one can often see 
them gliding along majestically: the modern 
airships, still today often called “Zeppelins”. 
Originally however, the name of the count, 
who was born in Constance and worked 
in Friedrichshafen, was used exclusively for 
rigid airships with internal scaffolding.

Today’s airships are in contrast usually repre-
sentatives of the so-called blimps, which 
retain their stable aerodynamic form simply 
thanks to the internal pressure of their 
helium gas � lling.
Count Zeppelin applied for a patent for 
a dirigible airship in 1898 and no-one could 
imagine in those days that this would be 

a success story for the whole region. 
Quite the contrary: Zeppelin was 

nicknamed “The Jester of Lake 
Constance”. He surely had 

the last laugh.
The legacy and the future 
of airship aviation 

J.K.Kammerer of Ludwigsburg 
invented a forerunner of the 
modern match

Spätzle arranged 
on the plate



The “UHU” 
of August Fischer

The energetic innovator from Bühl/Baden 
was also the man who invented the first 
adhesive to be made from synthetic sub-
stances in the year 1932. A curious fact with 
a far-reaching effect is that, simply because 
bird names were “in” for their products 
at the time, he called his new glue simply 
“Uhu”, which actually means “eagle owl”. 
The name has ‘stuck’ to this day! His inven-
tion was so useful that it was soon being 
used throughout the world. And the name 
“UHU” even became a much-used synonym 
for “glue”. 

Grete Knabe 
and the new hose

How old tights really are is a question 
we cannot resolve today with any certainty. 
They have probably been around since 
man walked upright. What is certain is that 
a smart lady from Baden-Württemberg 
re-invented them in the late forties. 
In 1948 Grete Knabe had her “knitted tights 
for ladies and children” produced by the 
Ellwangen Firm of Gräfin.

And they go on tinkering…

14,355 patents were applied for in Baden-
Württemberg in 2011. This puts our Ländle 
at the top of the statistics for the whole 
of Germany. So the inventors continue to 
tinker away in their sheds… Admittedly, it is 
questionable whether anything as ground-
breaking as the automobile, the spark plug 
or indeed the bra can be invented today. 
Again and again there are important devel-
opments in science and research, but few 
people can imagine any concrete outcomes

of these. Indeed, in most cases it is only 
decades later that it is clear whether 
an application for a patent really concerns 
a product which will “make a difference” 
to our world. 

Carl Meyer’s football game

At the beginning of the 19th century foot-
ball was already very popular in Germany, 
and of course in Swabia and Baden. 
No wonder, then, that people engaged with 
the game in all kinds of ways. And that this 
could not only take place on the green 
grass of the football field, but also at home 
in the living room was discovered by phar-
macist Carl Meyer from Stuttgart in the year 
1924. He invented a “football board game” 
and received a patent for it. He sold this to 
factory owner Edwin Miek who, from 1925 
onwards had the figures of the players cast 
in lead. This marks the birth of the “Tipp-
Kick”-Cult. which is still with us today.

Sigmund Lindauer, 
father of the bra

A French or American woman is said to 
have been the original inventor of the bra. 
But it was Sigmund Lindauer from Bad 
Cannstatt (near Stuttgart) who obtained 
a patent for this garment. What is more – 
he also produced it on large scale. 
His patent referred to a brassière “without 
any horizontal or diagonal supports made 
of bone”. His invention pursued a lengthy 
career right around the globe under 
the name of “Hautana”.

Tipp-Kick – Football 
for the living-room table 

UHU glues anything, 
anytime.

Makes a difference 
to your figure – 
the bra
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QUAD-FULL HD

DIRECT LED BACKLIGHT

) EYEVIS PRODUCTS

EYE-LCD-3150-QHD-LD

eyevis LCD-Series

) 31.5-inch screen diagonal (80 cm)
) Extra high resolution 3840 × 2160 px
) Direct LED backlight for best 

brightness uniformity and perfect colors
) Wide viewing angle
) High contrast
) Fast response time

) FEATURES

Resolution 3840 × 2160 pixels

Active Screen Area 697.92 × 392.58 mm

Brightness 450 cd/m2 (typ.)

Contrast 1000 : 1 (typ.)

Pixel Pitch 0.18175 (H) × 0.18175 (V)

Polariser Anti Glare, Low Re� ection, 
Hard Coating: 3H

Response Time 8 ms

Data Depth Color 10 Bit

Frequency 50/60 Hz

Viewing Angle 176°/176°

Input Connection 4× DVI Single Link 

Back Light Direct-LED

) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

) RESOLUTION

) eSignage applications
) Security control rooms, display of multiple camera signals 

in native resolution on one screen
) Detailed process controlling in high resolution
) Diagnostic imaging in medical applications, accurate 

interpretation of, for example, X-ray photographs or CT images
) Digital post-production for broadcasting
) Designers/Design Engineers/Architects

) APPLICATION POSSIBILITIES

) DIRECT LED BACKLIGHT

Previous LC displays with conventional CCFL backlight technology 
were likely to show a non-uniform brightness level over the entire 
screen. In order to achieve a uniform illumination of the entire 
screen, eyevis provides its new EYE-LCD-3150-QHD-LD with direct-
LED backlight. Thanks to the new backlight illumination technology, 
the display provides very homogeneous images.
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n In ever more �elds of application 
the types of lamps which have domi-
nated the market until now, such as  
the traditional incandescent light 
bulbs and �uorescent tubes, are being 
superseded by LEDs. Light-Emitting 
Diodes can be found today as daylight 
headlights on cars, as lamps in living 
areas or also in street lighting. It is 
only logical that the many advantages 
of LEDs have also led to their increas-
ing use in the �eld of digital display 
and projection technologies. 

Goodbye to lamps – 
LEDs in projectors

eyevis was the �rst producer to introduce, 
already in 2009, the pioneering DLP-Back-
projection-Cube which – instead of the 
usual Ultra-High-Performance-Lamps – 
used LEDs as the light source. With up to 
six times the lifespan, an improved color 
spectrum and a more e�ciently control-
lable light output, the advantages of LEDs 
over more traditional lamps is clearly 
apparent. Moreover, the LEDs also contain 
no poisonous mercury, which, apart from 
low energy consumption, also improves 
the eco-audit of equipment with LED-
Technology. In the meantime the LED-
based Back-projection-Cubes have practi-
cally swept their predecessors with their 
traditional lamp technology completely 
from the market. As well as new installa-
tions we have already up-dated numerous 
existing installations with LED-Technology 
by exchanging the projectors and a few 
other components, This “upgrade” is avail-
able for almost all lamp-�tted-Cubes from 
eyevis. Only occasionally today will you 
still �nd new installations which depend 
on lamp technology. Naturally, these are 
still available from eyevis, as well as the 
necessary replacement lamps. Amongst 
the numerous projectors in our ESP-Series 

the versions with LED-technology are 
enjoying growing popularity. It is only the 
more intense brightness of lamp-models 
which as a rule provides an argument to 
choose a projector with UHP-lamps. 
New, brighter LED-modules will in future 
however also eliminate this disadvantage 
of LED-technology. Already from the 
autumn of this year the �rst ESP-Projectors 
and Back-projection-Cubes from 
eyevis will be available with these brighter 
LEDs. Depending on the size and resolu-
tion of the Cubes signi�cantly higher 
grades of brightness can be achieved for 
these appliances. Since we can anticipate 
further developments in the �eld of LEDs, 
we expect to see here in the coming 
years more improvement in brightness 
and life-expectancy of this type of light 
source.

Flat Display Technology – 
Monitors with LED Backlight

LED-Technology is now also well-estab-
lished in the �eld of LCD-monitors. 
Whereas n the past all LCD-monitors still 
used a constellation of �uorescent tubes 
for the illumination of the LCD-layer, we 
�nd in the new models almost exclusively  
LEDs for the so-called backlight. 
We differentiate here between appliances 
with edge-LED-backlight and those with 
direct-LED-backlight. As we can guess 
from the respective names, the edge-
LED-models have light-emitting diodes 
along one or more edges of the LCD-
panels, whilst in the displays with direct-
LED-technology an arrangement of 
LEDs over the whole surface behind the 
LCD-Panel provides the bright light. 
The edge-LED-variant principally has 
advantages with regard to size and elec-
tricity consumption of the appliances. 
Direct-LEDs should always be the �rst 
choice when a homogeneous illumination 
level over the whole surface of the 
screen and an intense brightness are 
needed.

LED, LCD, CCFL, UHP, DLP, etc.

That this excess of abbreviations some-
times leads to misunderstandings is not 
surprising. So here again a brief summary. 
Regardless of whether we are speaking 
of projectors or monitors with LED-tech-
nology, in both cases LED only denotes 
the technology needed to produce the 
necessary light for the presentation of the 
image. Here the LEDs have replaced the 
UHP-Lamps in the projectors and, 
similarly, in the �at screens the hitherto 
deployed �uorescent lamps (CCFL). 
In the case of the projectors (and there-
fore also in the Cubes) a de�ning role 
in the formation of the image is still 
played by the DLP technology (Digital 
Light Processing) of Texas Instruments. 

In the �at screens of the EYE-LCD-Series 
from eyevis the image is produced by 
means of the electrical activation of a 
liquid-crystal layer (Liquid Crystal Display), 
which is also responsible for the name 
of the technology.

One should not confuse both applications 
of LED-technology with the real LED-
video walls, which we know for instance 
from sports stadiums or electric billboards 
in town. For these large screens the 
image is actually created using differently 
colored LEDs.

Shedding 
light on LED 
obscurity

One can easily see the 
individual diodes 

of the Direct-LED backlight 
of this LCD screen
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) EYEVIS PRODUCTS

Example of a large touch screen 
at the ISE 2012 in Amsterdam 
(3×2 EYE-LCD-5500-USN-LD 
with 154"-interaction surface)

Not all 
touch screens 
are the same 
A user test developed by 
the VRLab at the University 
of Reutlingen



The analysis of the Fitts’s Law test showed 
that the larger circles were more quickly 
accessed than the smaller ones. Particularly 
between the small and the large and 
between the small and the medium-sized 
control points a clear difference could be 
measured. However between the medium-
sized and large circles no difference could 
be detected. So for the exact and error free 
interaction with a control point a size of 
12 cm would be su�cient in the case of the 
Cube used. Surprisingly, control points 
positioned on the right side were not more 
quickly accessed than those on the left. 
Similarly, control points at the top of the 
screen were no more quickly accessed than 
those at the bottom.  

The large projection surface of the Cubes 
lead to various complications which have to 
be dealt with when developing an applica-
tion: The user’s �eld of vision, for instance, 
is limited, because s/he has to stand very 
close to the screen for the interaction. 
Interactive elements in the corners and also 
the menu bar are not positioned in the 
direct �eld of vision of the user. 

n Touch displays are no longer a rarity: 
from small hand-held-devices like smart-
phones and tablets, to interactive desk-
top monitors and large display screens 
at information terminals or map tables, 
almost everything reacts to touch. 
That these interactive displays are very 
different with regard to user-friendliness 
and thus in the development stage of 
the touch-screen technology involved 
can be shown with a usability test 
designed by the Virtual Reality Labora-
tory (VRlab) of Reutlingen University.
The eyevis company has lent The Virtual 
Reality Laboratory a back-projection unit for 
experimental use. Students enhanced this 
appliance by adding a camera-based touch-
system to the multi-touch cube (MT-Cube). 

Compared with a conventional smartphone, 
which can easily be held in the hand, the 
MT-Cube has a projection surface of 130 × 
110 cm and the vertical touch screen stays 
in its appointed place: due to their size and 
functions these two multi-touch-systems 
could not be more different. 
Since there is little documented experience 
to fall back on here, the VRLab worked out 
their own usability test. To this end a total 
number of 18 participants between the 
ages of 18 and 70 took part, whereby only 
three testers were over 30 years of age. 
16 of the 18 participants had already used 
a multi touch-system before. 

During the implementation of the tests 
it was particularly noticeable that only ten 
of the participants used both hands for 
interaction with the Cube. The remaining 
eight used only one hand to carry out 
the tasks. 

The menu bar was sometimes �rst discov-
ered only when the corners were scanned. 

As a solution for this problem a strong color 
should be chosen for the menu bar, which 
draws the user’s attention. Positioning of 
control points in the lower part of the Cube 
should, wherever possible, be avoided, 
because these will be outside the �eld of 
vision of the user and the whole hand has 
to be turned to initiate the interaction. 
As with the menu bar the users found this 
awkward. Touching the control points in 
the corners and on the upper edge required 
the testers to move a long distance with 
their hand. In summary, it was ascertained 
that the participants particularly found the 
freehand interaction with the Cube very 
positive and the natural and simple tapping 
of the control points was experienced as 
convenient. A negative factor which stood 
out was the strain on the arm during the 
interaction. The testers also generally 
regarded the partially restricted �eld of 
vision in the lower part of the screen 
as problematic.

Apart from the results of the experiment, 
the user test also points up a challenge in 
the development of good touch-screen 
applications: not all utilization concepts can 
be transferred one-to-one or be arbitrarily 
applied to different versions/sizes of touch 
displays. The evaluation of the intended 
interaction with the touch-hardware is 
initially the more sensible option than to 
develop an application which is based only 
on the personal perception of the designer, 
or reuses control designs originally created 
for other appliances and forms of interac-
tion. The aim should be to allow the end-
users to occupy themselves intuitively 
and continuously with the content of the 
touch application.

The �rst test: “Fitts’s Law”-
Test measures the 

ergonomic aspects in the 
man-machine-interaction

Since 2010 eyevis has 
cooperated with the Virtual 

Reality Laboratory of 
the University of Reutlingen 

(www.vrlab.reutlingen-
university.de)

The second test serves 
to ascertain in which 

area (left, right, above or 
below) a menu bar 

could be positioned

TO P

B OT TO M
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) EYEVIS INTERNATIONAL

Protection and Security  
eyevis Innovations at the 
IFSEC 2012 in Birmingham  

n The second largest city in the United 
Kingdom after the capital is the regional 
center of the West Midlands and has 
just over a million inhabitants. Around 
2,6 million people live in the whole 
metropolitan area, making it the ideal 
location for the yearly International 
Fire & Security Exhibition and Confer-
ence (IFSEC).
As in every other year since the inception 
of IFSEC, a team from the eyevis staff also 
traveled this year to the English city to 
showcase the latest eyevis developments 
in the �eld of Large-Screen Systems. 
The IFSEC is considered to be the world’s 
largest exhibition for producers of security 
products and technology. This event of 
international importance sets benchmarks 
in the provision of solutions for the protec-
tion of people and property. It took place 
this year from May 14 to 17, 2012. 

Access Control, CCTV (Closed Circuit Televi-
sion/Video surveillance), Burglar Alarm 
Technology, Network Security, Public Safety 
and Integrated Security Solutions were 
again this year the most important applica-
tion �elds on the agenda for products for 
the security sector.
The eyevis experts were available on all four 
days of the exhibition to answer the many 
questions from an international professional 
public about the technology and control 
systems used. eyevis shared the exhibition 
stand with Advancis, SeeTec and Wey Tech-
nology and therefore in good company. 

The exhibition was on the whole well 
attended and security professionals showed 
interest in the products and system solu-
tions of all companies on the stand present-
ing their products for security-related 
installations.

Dynamic Impulses
eyevis at the HMI 2012

n The Hannover Messe is the world’s 
largest industry exhibition and gives 
powerful impulses for the technology 
of the future. As an opener the German 
Chancellor Dr. Angela Merkel gave an 
introductory speech on April 23, 2012. 
Amongst the public were, together with 
many international visitors, the head 
of the Chinese government, Wen Jiabao 
and other politicians, as well as leading 
representatives of industry and com-
merce. The HMI was naturally also for 
eyevis one of the important exhibition 
events of the second quarter of 2012.
5000 exhibitors showed their products and 
developments at the Hannover exhibition 
center. During the �ve-day exhibition eyevis 
presented its products on the main stand 
in Hall 11. 

Among other exhibits, a 2×2 Back-projec-
tion-Cube Wall (EC-56-LWXT-CP) as well as 
LC-Displays with ultra thin bezel (EYE-LCD-
4600-M-USN-LD and EYE-LCD-5500-M-USN-
LD) and extremely high resolution (EYE-
LCD-5600-QHD-V2). As an optimal comple-
ment for the eyevis technology there 
were two partner �rms represented on the 
same stand: Herglotz GmbH & Co. Holz-
werkstätten KG, who specialize in complete 
solutions for control rooms and BMA 
Ergonomics DE GmbH, who presented 
their comfortable 24/7 chairs.

eyevis was also present in virtual reality at 
Technology Cinema 3D. The Touch Display 
(EYE-LCD-4600-LHD-TOUCH-4OIR) and 
the 3D Cube (EC-3D-67-SXT+-CP) attracted 
the attention of the public. 

A further head-turner was the interestingly 
designed omniSHAPE direction board, 
which had already shown its effectivity in 
different contexts. Of particular note is that 
other exhibitors made use of the impressive 
razor-sharp image quality of eyevis products 
in the design concept of their stand: PNY 
with a 2×2 EC-60-LHD Cube-wall, Knürr with 
an EYE-LCD-5500-M-USN-LD LCD-wall and 
Kisters with an EYE-LCD-4600-M-USN-LD 
LCD-wall.

In a �nal verdict on Hannover eyevis looks 
back on a successful exhibition week with 
numerous new contacts and intensi�ed 
business relations.



EXHIBITED PRODUCTS

)  2×2 46" Full HD ultra-super narrow 
bezel LCD monitor with Direct-LED 
backlight

)  2×2 55" Full HD ultra-super narrow 
bezel LCD monitor with Direct-LED 
backlight

)  2×2 60" LED-lit DLP® rear-projection 
Cube with Full HD resolution

)  1× 60" Quad Full HD LCD monitor 
(3840 × 2160 px) with Direct-LED 
backlight

)  1× 55" Full HD LCD with Edge-LED 
backlight and slim design

)  9× omniSHAPES as signpost

Training in virtual reality
eyevis VR and Simulation 
technology at the ITEC in London 

n On 22. May 2012 it was � nally time 
again for the ExCeL Exhibition Center in 
the British capital to open its doors for 
the ITEC (International Training and 
Education Conference). The three-day 
exhibition is narrowly focussed and 
concentrates on topic areas such as 
defence, simulation and training, as well 
as education in the � eld of surveillance, 
security, and the military. Precisely this 
focus makes the ITEC into something 
very special, because the spectrum 
of visitors is almost totally con� ned to 
professionals in the sector.
The various specialist � elds were represented 
at the eyevis stand by our experts. Susanne 
Taxis (Marketing VR and Simulation), Andreas 
Kreim (Product manager and developer) 
and Hans-Günther Nusseck (Product man-
ager and developer) were the dialogue 
partners to answer the many questions put 
by visitors. Also present were colleagues 
from our eyevis UK and eyevis Nordic 
branches and our cooperation and sales 
partner AVS. Further support in the form of 
software was provided by Volkhard Schill 
from VSimulations.
In the context of this exhibition, which is 
very important for our � rm, eyevis presented 
the new projector ESP-WQXT: WQXGA 
(2560 × 1600 px). Thanks to state-of-the-art 
LED-technology it was possible once again 
to improve the stability and dependability 
of the ESP projectors. In addition, the eyevis 
eStreaming Solution for the transmission of 
DVI-signals in standard networks was very 
well received by the experts. 
An absolute attention-grabber was the 
walk-on omniSHAPE platform, which once 
more gave an impressive demonstration 
of the � exible and individual � elds of appli-
cation of the versatile and innovative 

EXHIBITED PRODUCTS

)  1× 55" Full HD LCD with Edge-LED 
backlight, slim design and multi-touch 
surface for six users

)  1× 55" Full HD ultra-super narrow 
bezel LCD monitor with Direct-LED 
backlight 

)  14× eStreamer eS100 video-over-
network streaming device

)  4×4 omniSHAPES as walkable platform
)  1× 55" Full HD LCD with Edge-LED 

backlight and slim design
)  Acccessory devices (openWARP2 series 

for image corrections)
)  1× LED-lit WQXGA DLP® projector 

with a resolution of 2560 × 1600 px

omniSHAPES. In the presentation of our 
products we were supported by two pow-
erful workstations from TAROX for the 
walk-on omniSHAPE platform and by two 
high quality graphic boards from nVIDIA for 
the presentation of the WQXGA projectors.
Even though the number of exhibitors 
was lower and the total surface area of the 
exhibition smaller than in 2011, the ITEC was 
an extensive fair and thanks to the numer-
ous conferences provided the perfect plat-
form to inform ourselves about the latest 
developments in the � eld of national and 
international security. It proved to be a total 
success for eyevis, because already during 
the exhibition concrete projects were 
discussed and new business relationships 
formed. Susanne Taxis summed up the 
exhibition accordingly: “I have seldom 
experienced so much encouragement during 
a trade fair as here at the ITEC. eyevis with 
its exceptional solutions was able to totally 
convince the professionals!”
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EXHIBITED PRODUCTS

)  2×2 46" Full HD ultra-super narrow 
bezel LCD monitor with Direct-LED 
backlight

)  2×2 55" Full HD ultra-super narrow 
bezel LCD monitor with Direct-LED 
backlight

)  1×2 67" LED-lit DLP® rear-projection 
Cube with SXGA+ resolution

)  1× NPX-4804 controller with eyecon 
V4 Premium software in Chinese 
language

)  2× eStreamer eS100 video-over-
network streaming device

)  9× omniSHAPES

) EYEVIS INTERNATIONAL

eyevis in the 
Land of Smiles
The InfoComm Asia 2012 in Beijing 

n The InfoComm Asia is an annual exhi-
bition and conference for entertainment 
and display technology which takes 
place in China. It is the ideal opportunity 
for AV technology producers to position 
themselves in the constantly growing 
Chinese market. This year more than 270 
national and international enterprises 
presented their latest developments and 
products over three days.

The numerous product demonstrations and 
presentations enabled the 16,193 visitors of 
the exhibition to inform themselves – com-
prehensively and in detail – about the state 
of the art developments and applications 
in the � eld of AV and IT technologies. In 
intense talks with the specialists one could 
listen and respond to the varied require-
ments of these professionals.

There is no doubt that for eyevis the Info-
Comm Asia is among the most important 
fairs. After all, the Asian and particularly the 
Chinese market is an important powerhouse 
of growth in our � eld of industry. For the 
� rst time in our history eyevis was present 

with its own stall at a Chinese fair – together 
with our national trading partner Shanghai 
Danny Automation Engineering. 
This enterprise was founded in 2002, it 
specialises in big screen systems and occu-
pies a leading position in this � eld as a 
provider of complete solutions and service 
in China. From the main branch in Shanghai 
and further o�  ces in Bejing, ChenDu and 
SamShanDong about 40 employees offer 
their services to customers in the � elds of 
administration, oil and gas, military, energy, 
� nances, water and electricity supplies, 
telecommunication and security. Shanghai 
Danny Automation Engineering is the 
exclusive representative of eyevis in the 
Chinese market. 

Although countless other LCD and back-
projection solutions were offered at this fair, 
eyevis was able to impress the mainly 
Chinese visitors by its innovative complete 
solutions and outstanding quality. 
One highlight of the exhibition was – once 
again – our omniSHAPES, which attracted 
not only numerous visitors but also com-
petitors to our stall. 

This solution was unique at the InfoComm 
China – enabling us to distinctly stand out 
from the crowd!



Fascinating China
                         PATRICK SCHAICH FOUND HIS CHINESE EXPERIENCE 
WAS NOT CONFINED TO THE INFOCOMM ASIA

n A pleasant and interesting side-effect 
of a business trip abroad is that one 
sometimes gets the opportunity to see 
some of the sights and even to get a 
little better acquainted with the country 
and its people. Patrick Schaich was able 
to take this opportunity in the spring 
of 2012, when he was at the InfoComm 
Asia. He shares some of his impressions 
with us here.

Two years after the Olympic Games, for 
which all Beijing Taxi drivers – as one often 
heard – were supposed to have learned 
English, communication remains the main 
problem for all those who venture out to 
discover the country on their own. Although 
you will really be treated very kindly and 
politely, you are well advised to put yourself 
in the hands of a professional guide. Or you 
need to get lucky, as happened to me when 
a Chinese colleague with local knowledge 
offered to show me round.

Beijing is for me one of the most fascinating 
cities in the world. Hardly anywhere else on 
the planet are you confronted with so many 
different impressions. The metropolis is 
phenomenally large and for Europeans at 
� rst totally confusing. Beijing is not only the 
capital of the People’s Republic of China 
but with its three thousand year history also 
the political, economic and cultural center 
of the land. And this � nds expression in the 
con� dent demeanor of its inhabitants. 
There are so many interesting squares and 
buildings which make you stop and stare. 
Since the Olympics we have learned to 
recognize from the TV pictures at least the 
stadiums and most important buildings. 
But it is quite a different experience to stand 
directly in front of such an imposing edi� ce 
as the Beijing Olympic Stadium, for instance, 
which the locals affectionately call “The 
Bird’s Nest”.

An absolute must is a visit to the  Forbidden 
City in the center of Beijing. The Imperial 
Palace is one of the largest and best pre-
served antique building complexes in the 
world and every day thousands of tourists 
from China and abroad visit the majestic 
palaces and precious collections contained 
within. 

Apart from Beijing the port of Shanghai 
is also worth a visit. It is the most important 
center for commerce and industry of the 
republic. In the total urban agglomeration 
around Shanghai live almost 20 million 
people. The commercial center of Shanghai 
is the district of Pudong, established in 
1990, where over the past two decades 
a large number of Chinese and foreign � rms 
have set up business. People from all over 
the world now work there. Nevertheless, of 
the over nine million inhabitants of the city, 
only a few hundred thousand are not 
natives of China.

The skyline seen from the “Bund” a famous 
waterfront district, with a view towards 
Pudong is a fascinating and imposing sight, 
particularly at night.
There are so many brightly lit architectural 
highlights to be seen that the human eye is 

at � rst totally overwhelmed and it is impos-
sible to take everything in. From the other 
side of the river – with the modern sky-
scraper behind you – you look over towards 
the old part of the city with its colonial 
buildings. What a contrast! In fact Shanghai 
is altogether a town of total contrasts: old 
next to new, traditional trades next to 
the glittering world of high � nance, it goes 
on and on…

By the way: even though Europeans 
believe that they know Chinese cuisine 
from the Chinese restaurants at home, they 
quickly have to revise this opinion, for 
instance when ordering one of approxi-
mately 250 dishes in the Beijing DaDong 
Roast Duck Restaurant. And however many 
times you might visit a Chinese restaurant 
in Reutlingen or Stuttgart, there’s no 
comparison with the taste of the original 
in China.

All in all I brought home so many impres-
sions from the ‘Land of Smiles’ that my 
memories of this fascinating journey will 
surely last for a very long 
time to come. 

Fascinating China

surely last for a very long 

The scene of many records –  
the “Bird’s Nest” in Beijing

Skyscrapers in the 
Financial District, 
Pudong

A traditional treat – 
Beijing duck
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Experts Only 
The VGB KELI Conference 2012 
with Specialist Trade Exhibition

n Latest developments in AV and IT 
technology – that’s the focus of the 
annual InfoComm show. This year this 
leading event for the AV industry 
opened its doors from June 9 to 15, at 
the Las Vegas Convention Centre.
Catching the visitor’s eyes isn’t that easy 
when you’re surrounded by countless 
display screens, colorful projections, not to 
mention the impressive sound systems 
constantly attempting to attract attention. 
A total number of 925 exhibitors make 
InfoComm the largest event of its kind. 
Whatever is new or spectacular – you’ll � nd 
it in Vegas.

To stand out from the crowd eyevis sent its 
top players to Las Vegas. A convex-concave 
curved video wall comprising 120 omni-
SHAPES of different shapes were combined 
to build up the main video wall of the 
stand. Another 16 omniSHAPES were used 
to create a display surface under a raised 
platform the visitors could walk on. 
On the opposite side of the stand, eyevis’ 
new square LCD tiles were arranged in 
an unusual con� guration to demonstrate 
the possibilities of these new squareTILES 
and the ease of installation. Of course, 
our well-known LED-lit DLP rear-projection 
cubes, LCD video wall displays, a quad full 

n Every two years operators, producers, 
insurers, government agencies and other 
experts meet to intensify the exchange 
of experience, knowledge and ideas 
in lectures and extensive discussions on 
current questions regarding electrical 
engineering, control technology and 
information processing in power genera-
tion. This year the Estrel Hotel in Berlin 
was the chosen venue. 
At this trade fair for technology in power 
stations eyevis was also represented with 
a stand. From May 8 to 10, 2012, the experts 
met in Berlin. Apart from stimulating 
lectures by the operating companies the 

Come together in Las Vegas
eyevis’ visionary display 
solutions at InfoComm 2012

EXHIBITED PRODUCTS

)  1× 60" LED-lit DLP® rear-projection 
Cube with Full HD resolution

)  1× 56" Quad Full HD LCD monitor 
(3840 × 2160 px )

)  2× 55" Full HD ultra-super narrow 
bezel LCD monitor with Direct-LED 
backlight

EXHIBITED PRODUCTS

)  4×4 omniSHAPES as walkable 
platform

)  10× squareTILES – square 21.5" LCD 
tiles with ultra-super narrow bezel 
and Direct-LED backlight 

)  1× 46" Full HD LCD with Edge-LED 
backlight, slim design and multi-
touch surface for four users

)  1× 60" Quad Full HD LCD monitor 
(3840 × 2160 px) with Direct-LED 
backlight

)  120× omniSHAPES
)  2× 55" Full HD ultra-super narrow 

bezel LCD monitor with Direct-LED 
backlight

)  2× 60" LED-lit DLP® rear-projection 
Cube with Full HD resolution

conference was accompanied by an exten-
sive exhibition which reflected the current 
state of the relevant technology. The most 
important topic for eyevis was discussion 
of the requirements of an integrated 
approach to the job definition for electrical 
engineering, control technology and Infor-
mation systems for all methods of power 
generation from renewable energy sources.
The whole framework of this event hosted 
by VGB KELI was again this year the perfect 
platform to make new contacts and extend 
business connections in this trade sector, 
which is so interesting for the eyevis 
company.

HD LCD monitor, our graphics controllers 
and wall management software solutions 
completed the eyevis showcase at the 
exhibition.
eyevis GmbH staff was backed up by our 
partner Aydin Visual Solutions (a VDC 
company) that is in charge of promoting 
our products in the US market. 
More eyevis colleagues from our o�  ces in 
UK and Spain were on the stand to assist 
in handling the massive numbers of visitors 
as well as in the build up and break down 
of the stand. 
A big thank you to all who visited our stand 
and everyone else who played 
their part to make this year’s 
InfoComm again a successful 
event for eyevis.



High End Visualization
eyevis at the RTT Excite in Munich

Everything under control
eyevis reported at the 
Technical Furniture Forum 

n On 26. and 27. April 2012 the RTT 
Excite presented in the “Small Olympia 
Hall” in Munich an all-round show of 
visualization possibilities of all kinds, as 
required today by industry for a huge 
variety of processes.
More than 800 international visitors from 
23 countries came together in Munich 
to exchange experience and knowledge on 
the subject of Virtual Reality. This year’s 13th 
summit meeting at the RTT Excite again 
took a prophetic look at the future of pro-
fessional visualization. An event for which 
eyevis with its Innovations in the VR sector 
was absolutely pre-destined. 
Accordingly, the products and solutions 
presented aroused great interest amongst 
the visiting public. The eyevis team met 
with the professional visitors: an exchange 
between experts was possible and valuable 
contacts to potential business partners 
were established. The event was accompa-
nied by an extensive program of sector-
related lectures, also including an evening 
program in a Munich scene location, 
which offered great scope for animated 
discussions. 

n The Technical Furniture Forum is 
a series of events organized by Emerson 
Network Power together with the Knürr 
Technical Furniture company. 
At this year’s meeting on May 9, 2012, in 
Rotterdam top speakers were again engaged 
to speak on the newest trends in the �eld 
of lighting design and o�ce planning, as 
well as themes such as ergonomic aspects, 
e�cient working, modular systems and 
visualization. The emphasis was on know-
ledge transfer and exchange of information 
on the latest trends in the layout and 
furnishing requirements of control centres.

As a leading manufacturer of video wall 
systems for surveillance centres and control 
rooms, eyevis sent Daniel Kugel to the 
Technical Furniture Forum. He gave a lec-
ture on innovative solutions for intelligent 
visualization of video and data displays. 

In the following discussion a wide-ranging 
exchange of knowledge as well as a profes-
sional dialogue with the widely-recognized 
experts extended the job-related network.

EXHIBITED PRODUCTS

)  2×2 55" Full HD ultra-super narrow 
bezel LCD monitor with Direct-LED 
backlight  

)  1× 80" Full HD LCD with Edge-LED 
backlight and slim design 

)  2× 55" Full HD LCD with Edge-LED 
backlight and slim design  

)  1× 46" Full HD LCD with Edge-LED 
backlight and slim design 

)  4× 21.5" squareTILES – square 21.5" 
LCD tiles with ultra-super narrow 
bezel and Direct-LED backlight

)  25× omniSHAPES
)  1× 31.5" Quad Full HD LCD monitor 

(3840 × 2160 px) with Direct-LED 
backlight

n The FIBO is the largest exhibition 
for �tness, wellness and health. Every 
year more than 600 exhibitors from 
38 countries present their newest prod-
ucts and services. An international 
public of around 60,000 visitors from 
over 100 countries means that the FIBO 
is the largest meeting of the �tness 
world. To attract attention in this excit-
ing environment one must really offer 
something very special. On the stand of 
the Indoor Cycling Group this is exactly 
what eyevis did.

An LCD-wall from eyevis, consisting of 
9 appliances in a 3×3 con�guration, was the 
Highlight on the stand. In front of the 
wall ‘spinning sessions’ – stationary indoor 
cycling workouts – were held at regular 
intervals. The video wall was fed by the 
interactive myride+ von ICG. This allows the 
participants to ride along virtual roads 
right around Lake Garda or other locations 
worldwide.

This unique combination of impressive soft-
ware and exceptional image quality on 
the display wall was one of the great visitor 
magnets of the exhibition. But the profes-
sional displays of eyevis are not only inter-
esting for use in the spinning-sector! 
Thanks to their capacity for lengthy running 
time, they are perfectly adapted for use in 
any �tness studio.

Fit for Future
An eyevis Eye-
catcher at the 
FIBO in Essen 
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South Korea is a very important market for 
eyevis. For, although in the early 60s of 
the last century South Korea was said to be 
one of the poorest countries in the world, 
it has joined the club of the developed 
industrial countries after 40 years of rapid 
economic growth. Electronic goods of 
all kinds are manufactured in best quality. 
And the market for visual solutions and 
Large Screen Systems is still growing. 
So it is no wonder that the know-how of 
eyevis and the quality of their products 
and solutions are noticed here with great 
amazement. 

This became evident at Koba Korea, too, 
where the eyevis equipment encountered 
the vivid interest of the public. In numerous 
seminars and talks among experts infor-
mation about the latest developments and 
trends were exchanged, possibilities of 
co-operation were discussed and promising 
contacts with potential customers were 
made.

Worth knowing 
about South Korea

The Korean peninsula is situated at the east-
ern end of the Asian continent and extends 
ca. 1020 km in a southern direction. At its 
narrowest point Korea is only 175 km wide. 
The peninsula is among the most moun-
tainous areas in the world and has a very 
attractive countryside. It is worthwhile visit-
ing not only for business reasons. 

Sightseeing is relatively 
inexpensive in Korea. Admis-
sion to most of the sights does not 
cost more than 1000 Wons (approx. 0.70€ 
or 0.90 US$). And in Seoul alone, the capital 
of the country, you can discover many 
of them. 

Admittedly, the main attraction in Seoul 
is Gyeongbokgung. It is the largest palace 
in Seoul and conveys a good impression 
of the early time of the Korean dynasties. 
During the Japanese occupation almost all 
of the 330 buildings were destroyed or 
moved. The Gyeonghoeru pavilion which 
is carried on 48 pillars and the imposing 
Genjeongjeon building give you an idea of 
the former splendour of the palace.

Two achievements of neo-classic architec-
ture can be admired at the Royal Museum, 
which documents the life of the royal 
dynasty in old times, and at the National 
Museum of Modern Art, which exhibits 
modern art before 1960.

The Korean National Museum houses 
the best Korea can offer in the � eld of art, 
culture and history. The newly built 
museum accommodates a collection of 
15,000 items, of which 11.000 are on perma-
nent display. Among them there are master-
pieces such as the 10-storey pagoda of 
Gyeoncheonsa, prehistoric artefacts, Goryeo 
Seladon ware and much more.

To have a good view of the size and struc-
ture of the entire metropolitan district 
of Seoul it is best to climb the Seoul tower 
on Namsan mountain. From here you 
can enjoy a spectacular panorama over the 
entire city, for this 218 m high tower was 
erected right on top of Namsan mountain 
in the heart of Seoul.

These are only a few suggestions, but 
one could carry on far longer. So whoever 
has business in this South East Asian 
economic metropolis, should take along 
some extra time to explore the city. 
It is really worthwhile.

n Koba Korea is an international fair for 
broadcasting, audio and lighting equip-
ment, which is organized by Korea E & EX 
Inc. together with the Korean Broad-
casting Engineers & Technicians Associa-
tion. From May 29 till June 1, 2012, 
broadcasting engineers, producers and 
manufacturers of all sorts of equipment 
met in Seoul. Eyevis Korea, supported 
by eyevis GmbH, also presented their AV 
and broadcasting products and solutions.
Apart from the � rst presentation of 
the omniSHAPES, the transparent LCDs 
as well as the EC-LSXT+ cubes, NPX-
4800, eStreamer and EC-6000-QHD-LHD 
could be marvelled at on the eyevis 
stand. Particularly the latest omniSHAPES 
constellation, built up using 93 Shapes, 
aroused great interest on the part of 
many new customers, especially of the 
national Korean TV-studios (KBS, MBC, 
SBC). The transparent LCDs with their 
22" and 46" screens together with 
the omniSHAPES caused a tremendous 
run on the eyevis stand. Their different 
forms as much as their variability 
amazed and fascinated the customers 
and quite often the question was raised: 
How on earth can you make something 
like that?!
Koba Korea fair 2012 was overwhelmingly 
successful and eyevis Korea hope to 
attract more customers to omniSHAPES 
in future and to expand the market of 
eyevis GmbH.

Media landscape Korea
The Koba Korea 2012 in Seoul

Sightseeing is relatively 
inexpensive in Korea. Admis-



n The in-house exhibition Tarox Inside, 
taking place for the eighth time this 
year, has long been considered the major 
trade congress for our sector. 
On May 11, we convened in the Signal 
Iduna Park, the stadium of the much 
acclaimed German Football Champions 
2012, Borussia Dortmund.

Under the Motto “Insight. Overview. Out-
look.” (“Einblick. Ausblick. Durchblick.”) 
around 1000 professionals in the �eld gath-
ered in Dortmund. Together with 40 other 
leading producers in the same �eld, the 
Tarox AG presented trends, products and 
solutions for the improvement of perfor-
mance and cost effectiveness in forward 
looking enterprises. Clearly, at such an 
event eyvis could not be absent and pre-
sented its 4×3 omniSHAPE Wall, which 
quickly became the focus of attention for 
the visitors.

n The Rhein-MAIN-EVENT is the meet-
ing point for media and broadcast 
professionals. This year it took place in 
cooperation with the 2012 symposium 
of the FKTG (Association for TV and 
Cinematic Technologies) in the Rhein-
Main-Hallen, the Trade Fair and 
Congress Center in Wiesbaden.

At this regional media event, taking place 
now for the sixth year in succession, profes-
sionals from all branches of the media 
spectrum are welcome. On May 22 and 23, 
750 professionals informed themselves 
about the most recent products of 80 manu- 
facturers from the �elds of camera, lighting 
and post production. The themes Profes-
sional Audio, Converters and Archiving 
were also represented. In addition one could 
extend one’s knowledge in workshops, 
training sessions and lectures.
eyevis used the RME as a discussion plat-
form for many discussions with profession-
als about the  the current themes of 

our business sector and presented relevant 
equipment on the eyevis Stand, which 
generated a lot of interest from visitors.

Insight. Overview. Outlook.
eyevis at Tarox Inside in Dortmund

The Broadcasting and Media Treff
eyevis at the RME in Wiesbaden 

EXHIBITED PRODUCTS

)  1× 55" Full HD ultra-super narrow 
bezel LCD monitor with Direct-LED 
backlight

)  1× 46" Full HD LCD with Edge-LED 
backlight and slim design  

)  2× 46" Full HD ultra-super narrow 
bezel LCD monitor with Direct-LED 
backlight (broadcast version)

)  1× 32" Full HD LCD monitor with 
touch surface  

)  1× 17" high brightness LCD preview 
monitor

)  1× 21" high brightness LCD preview 
monitor
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n New large-screen system provides 
security on the streets of Munich.
The growing volume of tra�  c and the need 
for modernization of the existing operating 
facilities in Munich led to the construction 
of one of the most modern tra�  c control 
centers in Europe. Three years after the city 
council’s decision, the new building of 
the Technical Operations Center with tra�  c 
control center opened its doors on April 27, 
2012. The building department of the City 
of Munich as awarding authority and prin-
cipal owner invested a total of about 
41 million € in the new building. On a � oor 
space of more than 12,000 square meters, 
the building is home to the storage and 
workshops for the operation of technical 
installations in the city of Munich, as well as 
the control center to control the tra�  c in 
the Bavarian capital. The central element of 
the tra�  c control center is a giant video wall 
consisting of 51 LED cubes from eyevis to 
visualize the tra�  c situation and the operat-
ing conditions of the technical equipment 
of all Munich’s main streets. An interdisci-
plinary team from the building department 
of the municipal administration, the district 
administration and the police operates 

the control room. The comprehensive over-
view on the large screen wall enables the 
staff to react to tra�  c problems, especially 
in tunnels, fast and effectively, and to 
launch corresponding counter measures.

In a 17×3 con� guration, the video wall 
provides an almost seamless screen area of 
17×2.25 m. Each of the cubes of the type 
EC-50-LSXT+ comes with a screen diagonal 
of 50 inches and SXGA+ resolution (1400 × 
1050 px). The LEDs used as light source not 
only provide extremely long life, but also 
allow for a vibrant, stable color. Through an 
automatic color adjustment on all cubes, 
a homogeneous image representation of 
the entire wall is always guaranteed.

The video wall is controlled by eyevis Netpix 
graphics controllers. A total of four control-
lers from the NPX4800-series are installed to 
display the signals from more than 200 
video cameras and other sources on the 
wall. The management of connected sour-
ces is based on the integrated eyecon 
wall management software in conjunction 
with an eyevis wall server type ESC800. 
The use of the redundant versions of the 

controllers and servers guarantees the high-
est reliability of the visual display system.
Another video wall, which is used for train-
ing and presentation purposes, is located in 
a room connected to the tra�  c control 
center. This video wall consists of four LCD 
monitors type EYE-LCD-4200-NB with 
42" diagonal screen and only 10 mm bezel 
in a 2×2 con� guration. Here again, a Netpix 
controller provides the signals fed to the 
screens.

eyevis technology helps control tra�  c 
and ensure security in the Bavarian Capital 

Big Pictures 
in Munich



n End of May 2012, Dutch public news 
and sport broadcaster NOS relaunched 
with a set of new studios, leaders, themes 
and graphics.

Looking for a completely new house style 
and setting for all its news, sports and 
current affairs programs, the Dutch Broad-
casting Company NOS (Nederlandse 
Omroep Stichting) organized a design con-
test. This assignment was part of the new 
way of news broadcasting that the NOS 
wants to implement from now on: modern, 
dynamic and closer to the viewer. 
This implies that a studio should have the 
capability to be transformed in view of the 
various programs, each program having 
its own style and identity. The design 
project, submitted by the Belgian Fisheye 
company was, according to the NOS, in 
perfect keeping with their perception of 
the news of the future.

The Fisheye design allows for a surprisingly 
large studio to be built in a relatively 
small space. A strati� ed video rear wall, in 
combination with horizontal LED stripes, 
provides an impression of space. 

The concept was enthusiastically welcomed 
by the NOS and Fisheye was commissioned 
not only to develop the design in all its 
details, but also to carry out the overall 
technological implementation.

All components of the multifunctional NOS 
setting were built in the Fisheye workshop 
in Ghent, using state of the art high-tech 
procedures. The slats are sandwich con-
structions of ultra light material, incorporat-
ing all technical components, such as LEDs 
and cables. The large video canvas, that 
seems to � oat in front of the illuminated led 
wall, is composed of no less than 274 sepa-
rate omniSHAPES video cubes by eyevis.

Already at the end of 2011, eyevis’ partner 
AED presented the newly developed 
omniSHAPES to Fisheye. Thanks to their ver-
satile shape, their minimal installation depth 
and the possibility to adjust the color 
temperature to TV studio conditions, they 
turned out to be the ideal solution for 
the visual display technology in the new 
studio design. 

The omniSHAPES are built up in different 
video walls in Studios 7 and 8 at the NOS 
premises in Hilversum. Larger wall con-
� gurations were built on a revolving stage 
and on a hover cushion base to be used 
in both studio settings.

eyevis’ part in this project was not only 
the delivery of the omniSHAPES, but also 
to assist in the installation and to train 
the users how to manage the system and 
how to service the omniSHAPES.
The new-look studio went live on May 27, 
2012, and aroused a lot of positive 
responses among the television viewers.

274 omniSHAPES are the new stars 
in Dutch television

Dutch public TV 
rebrands the news
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n The project was initially based on 
a request from the ZDF for a video wall in 
the studio where the programmes 
“Maybrit Illner”, “LogIn”, “Berlin direkt”, 
“Frontal21” and “Morgenmagazin” are 
produced. This video wall was to be 
installed in the Sudio 1 of the ZDF metro-
politan branch in Berlin. In addition to 
that, there was a further request to use the 
wall in the inner courtyard of the premises.

Knowing the high quality of our products 
and the ability to come up with customized 
solutions, in the beginning of November 
2011 our partner Wellen+Nöthen ordered 
a video wall system comprising 18 pieces 
60" full HD DLP cubes with LED technology 
from eyevis, including the final installation of 
the wall. This video wall system had to be 
mounted on two specially developed mov-

able base structures. Now the video wall can 
be used either in a 6×3 configuration (aspect 
ratio 32 : 9) or as two separate walls with 
3×3 cubes each (16 : 9). 

Thanks to the minimal gap between the 
individual cubes of less than one millimetre 
the video walls provide a very uniform 
impression of the entire images. The inte-
grated processors for matrix and shading 
further enhance this. These processing units 
guarantee a fully synchronized distribution 
of the image signals on the individual 
display modules. The shading correction 
provides a homogeneous brightness level 
of the projected image of each cube and 
therefore additionally contributes to the per-
fect overall impression of the entire video 
wall.

The non-glare projection screens used for 
the cubes minimize any reflections caused 
by the lighting inside the studio. In order 
to fulfil the customer’s requirements con-
cerning the noise level of the cubes, which 
is an important criterion in a broadcast 
environment, the cubes were equipped 
with noise suppressing housings. 

On January 24, 2012, the video wall 
system was handed over to the customer 
and went live on air for the first time on 
January 31.

ZDF Television 
Studio Berlin
eyevis’ partner Wellen+Nöthen installs 
new backdrop video wall for the ZDF

) EYEVIS PROJECTS



On air!
Stiff requirements for multi-channel 
rear projection video walls in TV  

n They are a familiar sight in almost every 
television show today – impressive video 
walls showing facts and � gures, video 
clips, and other footage during the show. 
For various reasons rear projection tech-
nology is used for these applications. But 
hardly anyone knows the high demands 
concerning technology and control of 
such systems when installed in a highly 
complex environment such as a TV studio. 

Video walls with multi-channel rear projec-
tion systems as key technical elements 
of a great television show must for the most 
part meet very high speci� cations. 
The important criterion here is to achieve 
a uniform brightness distribution over the 
entire video screen from any angle, since 
this is a decisive parameter to realize uniform 
blending transitions from any angle. 
This could be achieved through the use of 
projection screens with a gain factor of one 
or less. Such screens are usually snow-white 
or light gray which results in a loss of con-
trast under indoor light conditions because 
the screens scatter the ambient light. 

However, contrast-enhancing projection 
screens that are less sensitive to ambient 
light feature a high gain factor and therefore 
show a visible hot-spot when used in com-
bination with wide-angle projectors. 
In addition, the blending areas show prob-
lematic dependencies between the result-
ing image quality and the viewing angles. 
A transition may look � ne when viewed 
from the front (90° from the screen), but 
loses quality from narrower angles. 

For these reasons eyevis experts advise not 
to use either alternative mentioned above 
(white screens or screens depending 
on viewing angles) in a television studio. 

The Million-Dollar-Question:  
Which material? 

The choice of material for the projection 
screen in such a project is the most impor-
tant, but also the most sensitive task. 
The use of projection lenses with long focal 
length can indeed signi� cantly improve 
the image on the screen, however, these 
require a longer distance for the projection 
and hence a larger installation depth for 
the entire system. 

There are many different materials available 
which can be used to build such a rear 
projection system, but when wide-angle 
LED projectors are installed the gain factor 
needs to be close to one or slightly less. 
In order to achieve a suf� cient brightness 
level the projection area must not be too 
large. Therefore these systems use several 
projectors to create larger images which 
on the other hand increases the number of 
blending zones in the whole projection 
area. So there are quite a few parameters 
which have to be considered. 

Regardless the costs for high quality projec-
tion screens, some screen types have 
properties that make their use in TV studios 
impossible: 
)  bright color = dependent on ambient 

lighting = low contrast 
) reflecting surface 
) dark color = low brightness 

Requirements in a nutshell  

With wide-angle lenses the angle of the 
light when reaching the projection screen 
increases towards the edges. Because 
the light does not reach the screen at right 
angles compared to the center of the 
screen the quality of the projected images 
decreases towards the edges. This is also 
the reason for the hot-spot areas with better 
image quality and brightness uniformity 
in the centers of screens with higher gain 
factors. 

Through the use of projection lenses with 
long focal length and thus longer projec-
tion distance this can be improved, but this 
also results in a signi� cantly larger depth 
of the overall system. 

When rear projection systems use a concave 
curved screen for the projection the angle 
at which the light falls onto the screen 
deviates even more from the optimal 90° 
and hence the brightness drops further. 

In darkened rooms such as planetariums or 
museums it is possible to use materials for 
the projection screens which enable a more 
homogeneous projection surface with more 
uniform distribution of brightness. In a TV 
studio, however, the requirements for illumi-
nation and independence from ambient 
lighting in addition to good image quality 
at different viewing angles are much higher. 
This is the great challenge for the develop-
ers of such a system. eyevis has already 
demonstrated on numerous occasions that 
they understand this challenge to the full 
satisfaction of their clients in the media.  

REQUIREMENTS

) Low installation depth
)  Sufficient Brightness 

(≥ 100 cd/m2 @ 3200 K)
) High contrast 
) Ambient light independent 
) Low reflective surface 
)  Uniform brightness and colors 

without visible blending areas 
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) EYEVIS PARTNERSHIP

eyevis now 
Oracle Gold 
Partner

PSCo Technical Distribution 
appointed exclusive UK distributor 
for eyevis omniSHAPES

n The Oracle Corporation is regarded as 
one of the world’s largest software pro-
ducers. The enterprise, founded in 1977, 
today employs more than 100,000 staff 
in 145 different countries. In Germany 
alone there are ten branches of the �rm.
With the takeover of Oracle, Sun Micro-
systems is expanding its product portfolio 
not only with Java, a Unix-System, Linux-
Technology, Development Tools and 
an Open-Source Data Bank but also with 
Server-Hardware.
This takeover also had an effect on the 
eyevis company, because the provider of 
the necessary licences has changed. 

The data bank system of our successful 
wall-management-software eyecon 
is based on the most widely distributed 
relational data bank management system 
in the world – mySQL. 
The negotiations with the Oracle Corpo-
ration on licence fees produced – apart 
from a positive result for both sides from 
a commercial viewpoint– a new partner-
ship. After signing the new contracts 
the eyevis GmbH is henceforward o�cial 
Oracle Gold Partner, a status which 
brings with it a number of advantages, 
especially with regard to Software-
development.

n PSCo Technical Distribution, a leading 
trade-only advanced technical distribu-
tion and services business, has been ap-
pointed as exclusive distributor of eyevis 
new innovative LED rear-projection video-
wall system omniSHAPES for the United 
Kingdom. The agreement, arranged 
through Steve Murphy from eyevis’ UK 
o�ce, marks the launch of omniSHAPES  
in the British Isles.

Paul O’Reilly, Managing Director of PSCo 
Technical Distribution explains: “This is one 
of the most innovative display platforms 
available today, and �ts perfectly in the 
PSCo Technical Distribution videowall port-
folio. omniSHAPES was the talk of ISE this 
year with its multi-sided edges setting 
a new standard of creativity for videowall 
installations. We see these being very 
popular in retail, leisure and digital signage 
applications.”

Michael Schuster, CEO of eyevis GmbH 
commented: “The appointment of PSCo 
Technical Distribution as exclusive UK 
distributor of omniSHAPES is a signi�cant 
one for eyevis. UK creativity is highly 
regarded internationally making it a key 
country market for omniSHAPES, the new 

microline of videowall tiles from eyevis, 
which provide designers with unlimited 
creative opportunities.”
After two years of development, omni-
SHAPES are now commercially available, 
and is setting new standards in the micro 
tile product category with its ability 
to build displays of any shape and size, 
including curved forms.

omniSHAPES are ideally suited to �xed 
installations and rental. The modular, 
stackable concept makes it quick to install 
and easy to service. In the event of a 
problem, the projection engine can be 
exchanged in minutes, without dismantling 
the wall or removing the tile.

A 28-tile onmiSHAPES wall has already 
been installed for demonstration in PSCo 
Technical Distribution’s Reading facility 
and is available for customer assessment. 
A range of pre-sales, installation and 
technical support services is also available 
to omniSHAPES partners.



) EYEVIS ON ITS OWN BEHALF

Distinguished Visitors
The Reutlingen Chamber of Trades (HWK) at eyevis

n The “Handwerkskammer” (abbr.: HWK) 
in contrast to the Chamber of Industry and 
Commerce (IHK), represents the interests 
of the Trades and Crafts businesses in 
their dealings with politics, the public and 
the media. It functions mainly as a center 
for services such as further education and 
training or qualifying examinations. 
Another function, however, is to oversee 
compliance with current labor laws. Fre-
quently, interesting and innovative enter-
prises are on their list of places to visit.

Accordingly, on May 24, eyevis was able to 
greet members of the Reutlingen Chamber 
of Trades on its premises. The idea was born 
when Axel Renz, the managing director of 
the Renz company, was installing a display 

at the premises of the HWK Reutlingen. 
eyevis was able to demonstrate its hallmark 
�exibility with this display – it was painted 
specially in the color of the door frames 
in the foyer of the HWK Reutlingen, so that 
it blended seamlessly into the décor of 
the HWK building.

The delegation was greeted by Heiko 
Schaich (technical managing director eyevis 
GmbH), David Mrnak (distribution manager 
D-A-CH eyevis GmbH), Max Winck (market-
ing and PR eyevis GmbH) and Axel Renz 
(managing director Renz GmbH). 

Led by Heiko Schaich the delegation pro-
ceeded to a guided tour of the showroom, 
production areas and the stores and were 

also shown the test assembly and the 
screen production unit. The many questions 
asked during the tour demonstrated the 
great interest of the representatives of 
the HWK in the products and visualization 
solutions of eyevis. The HWK delegation 
were also evidently impressed by the whole 
structure of production and finishing at 
eyevis, of which we are naturally very proud.

The delegation comprised six representa-
tives of the Handwerkskammer and was 
headed by Joachim Möhrle (President of the 
Federal State Chamber of Trades and Crafts 
and the Reutlingen Chamber of Trades 
and Crafts) and Dr. Joachim Eisert (General 
Manager of the Reutlingen Chamber of 
Trades and Crafts).
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) EYEVIS ON ITS OWN BEHALF

Great Cinema!
eyevis has con� dence in the new social media 
and the e� ectivity of videos on the net

n A poll taken by the DIM (German Insti-
tute for Marketing) in the year 2010 on 
the topic of Social Media Marketing (SMM) 
still showed that a majority of the enter-
prises then questioned felt that SMM 
played a rather minor role in their � rms. 
This has changed fundamentally in the 
meantime. 

Since then, for instance, the Video-Platform 
YouTube has for many gained more impor-
tance than television. And indeed, its portal 
can easily compete with the established TV 
stations as far as the ratings are concerned. 
As an Online Video Platform, YouTube has 
already been in the lead position for a long 
time. Whether on Facebook, other social 
media websites or in specialist forums, most 
shared videos derive almost without excep-
tion from the well-known platform. 

This can be strikingly expressed in numbers:
46 million Germans watch YouTube videos 
on a regular basis, 9 billion videos are 
watched every month, the average user 

spends 20 hours per month watching 
videos. No wonder then that the coverage 
of the medium “Online-Video” has now also 
almost caught up with the classical media.

A rapid development, which eyevis cannot 
and will not ignore. On the contrary – after 
all, � lms are a wonderful means of commu-
nication. Short videos are easy to consume, 
home in quickly on their message and, 
thanks to the combination of moving pic-
tures and audio content, are remembered 
for longer. The visitors to YouTube come 
from all age groups and the proportion of 
male and female users is comfortably 
balanced. 

Amongst them one can find many business 
partners and customers of eyevis. Whoever 
drops in on YouTube, will be surprised 
how many contributions they � nd if they 
simply search for “eyevis”. 

Cameras roll – Info-videos 
and trade fair impressions from 
eyevis on YouTube



Universal reception – 
Facebook 

The social networks and, in particular, 
Facebook are held in extraordinary esteem 
by their customers. Admittedly, checking 
of emails is usually the � rst online action of 
the day, but directly after that comes tracing 
any changes in the social network. A large 
proportion of users visit the Facebook web-
site several times a day and the proportion 
of those who like to keep permanently 
up-to-date is growing steadily. Facts which 
are interesting for � rms too. 

IN SHORT: Social Networks – and especially 
Facebook – are ideal communication media, 
because everybody knows everything and 
feedbacks on speci� c themes and posts 
always arrive direct and un� ltered. For this 
reason eyevis too communicates on Face-
book and other social network platforms 
such as LinkedIn and Twitter. How dynamic 
this form of communication is, we notice 
not least in the many comments we receive 
and the speed with which news is spread. 

Drop by on our 
Facebook site and 
become a fan!

eyevis MicroSites – 
Online Information on 
individual products

It all started with the new products omni-
SHAPES and squareTILES: for information on 
these two innovative products one � nds 
so-called MicroSites from eyevis on the 
internet. Not complicated and elaborately 
designed extensive online presentations, 
but pages where one � nds everything one 
can say about – and show of these pro-
ducts, concisely expressed in a form which 
is easy and quick to consume. With these 
MicroSites our intention is primarily to 
establish and extend a new line of commu-
nication which will further simplify the 
acquisition of information for our customers. 

One can quickly � nd these MicroSites by 
googling the product name. Just try it out, 
it’s worth it. And of course the sites are 
linked to Facebook. 

www.squaretiles.de
www.omnishapes.de
www.eyevis-vr.de

Quick, compact information 
– eyevis MicroSites

Fast, direct and informative – 
eyevis on Facebook
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) EYEVIS ON ITS OWN BEHALF

The Evolution 
of a campaign 
New-look Communication 
from eyevis



n Most of our readers will probably have 
had an eyevis lea� et in their hand at some 
time and are therefore familiar with the 
design of our advertising and information 
materials. Our current design for eyevis 
communication channels has now existed 
for � ve years. In one of the most dynamic 
business sectors that feels like eternity. 
We decided it was high time for a change 
– after all, why should evolution not apply 
to advertising campaigns?

Together with our advertising and marketing 
partner, BB-Werbeagentur, we developed 
a new campaign idea which has now itself 
evolved into a mature, production-ready 
state: it focuses directly on the sector in 
which eyevis operates, attracts attention in 
an unusual way, which is closely associated 
with eyevis, is easily recognized when 
seen again in di� erent contexts and really 
stays in the memory.

From Expert to Expert 

The idea behind this campaign is really 
quite simple: who could speak more force-
fully for a product than someone who has 
put their whole heart into it – the expert 
who developed it? With this in mind an 
unusual mode of presentation was designed, 
to break the bounds of habitual visual 
conventions. Objective, professional and 
yet emotional and interesting – this is how 
we would describe the new advertising 
direction of eyevis concisely in a few words. 

So that you can get a � rst idea of it for yourself 
we are giving our readers, with the images 
on these pages, a “sneak preview” of what is 
to follow in the coming weeks.

) SETUP

) eyevis squareTILES – QUADRATISCHE LCD DISPLAYS FÜR KREATIVE ANWENDUNGEN ) eyevis squareTILES – DIE TECHNIK

Entfesselte Technik für 
kreatives Spiel.
eyevis squareTILES: 
die kleinen Displays
mit den großen 
Vorteilen

Diese neueste Entwicklung der eyevis Ingenieure ist aufgrund 
seiner Maße und der zugrunde liegenden Technik prädesti-
niert für vielfältige Einsatzzwecke in den Bereichen Promotion 
und Digital Signage.
Denn die neuen eyevis squareTILES sind quadratische 21,6-Zoll 
LC-Displays mit einem Seitenverhältnis von 1:1. Verglichen mit den 
typischen, heutzutage üblichen 16:9 Displays wirken sie dadurch 
ziemlich exotisch. Und genau das macht ihre Stärke aus. Inspiriert 
wurde die Entwicklung der squareTILES vom vorherrschenden Maß
für Kacheln in den USA und den kreativen farblichen Anordnungen, 
die damit möglich sind. Von da war es nur noch ein kleiner Schritt 
hin zur Entwicklung eines Pendants für die Welt der digitalen 
Bilddarstellung. 

Die eyevis squareTILES eignen sich dank ihres „Ultra-Super-Narrow-
Bezel-Designs” für nahezu steglose Anwendungen mit geringsten 
Abständen zwischen den Bildinhalten einzelner Monitore. 
Sie können modular eingesetzt werden, um Bildwände oder Instal-
lationen in einer geschlossenen oder jeder anderen Anordnung 
zu realisieren.

So können beispielsweise einzelne squareTILES schräg, versetzt 
oder über Eck angebracht werden, um eine aufmerksamkeitsstarke
Bildwirkung zu erzielen. Möglich werden solche ungewöhnlichen
Anordnungen durch den integrierten Scaler und die ebenfalls direkt 
im Display verbaute Matrix. Damit lässt sich das Bild problemlos
jeder Position anpassen. Ein Direct-LED Backlight sorgt für eine sehr 
gleichmäßige Ausleuchtung der gezeigten Bilder. Die hohe 
Auflösung von 960 × 960 Pixeln und der weite Betrachtungswinkel 
tun ein Übriges, um dem hohen professionellen Anspruch an 
kreative Digital-Signage-Anwendungen nicht nur zu genügen, 
sondern ihn neu zu definieren.

Dank ihres für eyevis typischen robust konzipierten Metallgehäuses 
sind die squareTILES auch für die AV-Vermietungsbranche interes-
sant. Schließlich suchen alle Firmen heutzutage nach Möglichkeiten, 
sich mit dem eigenen Messestand vom Nachbarn abzuheben.

IN REIHE

VERSETZT

KONKAV

IN KREATIVER FORM 
(Z.B. STERN)

MIT ZWISCHENRÄUMEN

KREATIVE ANORDNUNGEN 
FÜR VERBLÜFFENDE BLICKFÄNGE

Die große Stärke der squareTILES ist 
ihre freie, an kein vorgegebenes Raster 
gebundene Platzierungsmöglichkeit. 
Dabei ist es ganz gleich, ob sie im  
Verbund, einzeln gerade oder schräg, 
mit Zwischenräumen oder sogar über 
Eck angebracht werden. Sie lassen 
sich trotzdem gemeinsam ansteuern.

393 mm

39
3 

m
m

SETUP KONFIGURATIONEN
)  Leistungsstarkes Image 

Processing
)  Integrierter Scaler- und 

Matrixprozessor zur einfachen 
Einstellung

)  Bildmanipulation für jegliche 
Montageposition (Verschie-
ben/Umdrehen/Rotieren/
Spiegeln)

)  Setup und Einstellungen mit 
der selben intuitiven 
Softwareplattform wie die 
omniSHAPES

)  Einfaches Quellenmanage-
ment und Zuordnung

)  Flexible Bildmanipulaion für 
jedes einzelne SquareTile

393 mm

39
3 

m
m

SHIFT

FLIP

ROTATE

MIRROR

WAHRE EYECATCHER – MIT UNSEREN 

squareTILES BEEINDRUCKEN SIE 

IHRE KUNDEN GARANTIERT

) KONTAKT

) DIE STAND -ALONE LCD SERIE FÜR VIELFÄLTIGSTE EINSATZBEREICHE

eyevis GmbH
Hundsschleestraße 23
72766 Reutlingen
Deutschland

Tel.: +49 (0) 7121 43303-0 
Fax: +49 (0) 7121 43303-22 
Web: www.eyevis.de 
E-Mail: info@eyevis.de

) TECHNISCHE DATEN

* technische Änderungen vorbehalten

QUADRATISCH PERFEKT!

„ Kleine, quadratische LC-Displays, die sich aufgrund ihrer 
Dimensionen und technischen Eigenschaften perfekt für 
kreative Anordnungen in modular aufgebauten Videowänden 
eignen. Dieses Anforderungsprofil war die Maßgabe bei der 
Entwicklung der eyevis squareTILES.“

  Eric Hénique, Director Marketing and Int. Sales

KLEINE DISPLAYS
MIT GROSSER WIRKUNG!

Dimensionen und technischen Eigenschaften perfekt für 
kreative Anordnungen in modular aufgebauten Videowänden 
eignen. Dieses Anforderungsprofil war die Maßgabe bei der 
Entwicklung der eyevis squareTILES.“

  Eric Hénique, Director Marketing and Int. Sales

MIT GROSSER WIRKUN

Optische Eigenschaften
)  Helligkeit: 450 cd/m2 typ.
)  Kontrast: 4000 : 1 (typ.)
)  Betrachtungswinkel: 89/89/89/89 Grad
)  Reaktionszeit: 8ms (typ.)
)  Gamma: 2.2
)  Farbtemperatur: 10000 K
)  Farbgamut: 72%

Darstellung
)  Au� ösung: 960 × 960 Pixel
)  Pixel Pitch: 0,403(H) × 0,403(V) mm
)  Aktive Bild� äche: 387,36 × 387,36 mm
)  Farben: 16,7 Mio.

Features
)  Rahmenbreite: 5,9 mm Active-to-Active
)  Seitenverhältnis: 1:1
)  Backlight: 208 Direct-LEDs
)  Anschlüsse: DVI in/out, RS232 in/out

Mechanisch
)  Abmessungen: 393,26(B) x 393,26(H) 

x 100(T) mm
)  Gewicht: 7,5 kg
)  Betriebsbedingungen: 0 – 40°C / 

20 – 80% RH (nicht kondensierend)
)  Lebensdauer: 50.000 Stunden

NAHEZU UNBEGRENZTE 

GESTALTUNGSMÖGLICHKEITEN 

DURCH DEN MODULAREN 

AUFBAU

DIREC T-LED BACKLIGHT

MODULAR ERWEITERBAR

GERINGE STEGBREITE

OPTIONAL MIT TOUCH-SYSTEM

) VORTEILE, DIE ÜBERZEUGEN

)  Quadratisches 21,6 Zoll LCD Display

)  „Ultra Super Narrow Bezel Design” für steg-
lose Anwendungen

)  Direct-LED Backlight für homogenste 
Ausleuchtung

)  Hohe Au� ösung und großer Betrachtungs-
winkel

)  Robustes, aber leichtes Aluminium-
Metallgehäuse

)  Daisy Chain für Signal (DVI) und Steuerung 
(RS232)

)  Geräuscharmes Lüftungssystem

)  Modulare Wandhalterung zur einfachen 
Montage

)  Verschiedenste Installationsmöglichkeiten

)  Ideal für kreative Digital Signage Anwen-
dungen

) eyevis omniSHAPES – KLEINE DISPLAYS MIT GROSSEN MÖGLICHKEITEN

Eine gute Idee, deren 
Zeit gekommen ist, 
macht alles möglich. 
eyevis omniSHAPES: 
genial einfach, 
einfach genial!

Überraschend klein aber überragend flexibel einsetzbar!
Mit den omniSHAPES hat eyevis ein Display-System entwickelt, mit 
dem sich Projektionsflächen in unterschiedlichsten Formen realisie-
ren lassen. eyevis omniSHAPES sind kleine und dank ihrer grenzen-
losen Freiheit, was die Form der Projektionsfläche betrifft, hoch 
flexibel einsetzbare Rückprojektions-Display-Module.

omniSHAPES funktionieren sowohl als Stand-Alone Einheit als auch 
im Verbund zu größeren Projektionswänden, denn jedes Modul 
verfügt über eine eigenständige interne Signalverarbeitung für die 
perfekte geometrische Anpassung des Eingangsbildes auf den 
darzustellenden Teil. Die projizierten Bilder sind dabei dank der eye-
vis LED Technologie von herausragender Qualität – gestochen scharf 
und in perfekter, eindrucksvoll leuchtender Farbqualität. Außerdem 
sind sie optimal für jede Farbtemperatur geeignet. Denn die neue 
LED-Technologie von eyevis bietet dauerhafte Farbtreue und erwei-
terte Farbabstimmungsmöglichkeiten. 

Die neu entwickelte Multi-Cube Colour-Brightness-Adjustment Opti-
on ermöglicht die voll automatische Anpassung und den Abgleich 
aller omniSHAPES in einer verbundenen Videowand. Damit entfallen 
Nachjustierungen komplett. Das modulare Konzept der omniSHAPES 
aus den drei wesentlichen Bausteinen Projektionsscheibe, Baseframe 
und Projektor bringt wichtige Vorteile mit sich. 
So müssen beispielsweise AV-Ausrüster nur eine bestimmte Anzahl 
an Projektoren auf Lager haben, die dann mit den in höherer 
Stückzahl vorhandenen Baseframes und Projektionsscheiben der 
unterschiedlichen Formen bestückt und ausgeliefert werden 
können. Die Wartung der Geräte ist sowohl von vorn als auch von 
hinten möglich. Außerdem muss bei Wartungs- oder Reparaturfällen, 
die nicht direkt vor Ort erledigt werden können, nicht gleich das 
ganze Gerät ausgetauscht werden, sondern meist nur die Projektor-
einheit. Die einfache Montage, Bedienung und Wartung verstehen 
sich von selbst. Ebenso die zu erwartende lange Lebensdauer 
und hohe Betriebssicherheit durch die Verwendung qualitativ hoch-
wertiger Komponenten. Bestechende Technik auf der Höhe der 
Zeit – dafür steht eyevis bekanntlich.

Artenvielfalt mit großer Wirkung
Den hohen Praxiswert der eyevis omniSHAPES – und das ist die 
eigentliche Neuerung – machen jedoch die vielen unterschied-
lichen Größen und Formen aus, in denen die omniSHAPES 
verfügbar sind. Ob im klassischen 4:3 Format, als Fünfeck, Sechs-
eck oder anderer kundenspezifischer Form – sie eignen sich ideal 
für den Einsatz in Werbung, Event und Information.
Durch ihr Konzept sind sie geradezu prädestiniert für den Aufbau
unterschiedlichster Projektionsflächen, -größen und -formen. 
Durch die geringen Abmessungen der einzelnen Displays bieten 
sie sich für fast jede räumliche Situation an – unbegrenzte Mög-
lichkeiten auf begrenztem Raum mit überraschender Wirkung, 
denn einfach nur rechteckig war gestern!

Einleuchtende Lösung für anspruchsvolle Anwendungen
eyevis omniSHAPES sind so wandlungsfähig, dass sie stets das 
richtige Bühnenbild bieten, egal in welcher Größe und Form und 
für welchen Anlass – sie sind die kleinen Hauptdarsteller für den 
großen Auftritt. Die hohe Variabilität der Module lässt sogar ver-
schiedene Sonderformen für besonders anspruchsvolle Einsatz-
zwecke zu. So lassen sich originelle und unerwartete Präsenta-
tions-Konzepte in perfekter Performance realisieren, die für hohe 
Aufmerksamkeit sorgen. Selbsttragende oder fliegende Aufbauten 
können ohne weiteres Material realisiert werden, da die Verbin-
dung der Shapes untereinander die nötige Stabilität gewährleistet. 
Durch den trichterförmigen Aufbau des Baseframes und die Varia-
bilität der Formen, sind konkave, gerade oder konvexe Anord-
nungen der omniSHAPES möglich, der Kreativität sind dabei (fast) 
keine Grenzen gesetzt. 

Nach der erfolgreichen Beendigung der letzten Feldtests präsen-
tieren wir ihnen fortan die Seriengeräte der omniSHAPES. 
Lassen sie sich inspirieren von der überraschenden Wandlungs-
fähigkeit und Wirkung dieser kleinen Display-Wunder. Es ist Zeit 
für neue Formen!

IT’S TIME FOR A NEW SHAPE!

„ Ein Rückprojektions-Display mit hervorragender Bild-
qualität in unterschiedlichen Formen für anspruchsvolle, 
kreative Einsatzmöglichkeiten. Das war die Idee.“

  Hans-Günther Nusseck, Produkt-Entwicklung, eyevis GmbH

WEIL KREATIVE IDEEN 
IMMER AUFSEHEN ERREGEN!

„ Ein Rückprojektions-Display mit hervorragender Bild-
qualität in unterschiedlichen Formen für anspruchsvolle, 
kreative Einsatzmöglichkeiten. Das war die Idee.“

  Hans-Günther Nusseck, Produkt-Entwicklung, eyevis GmbH

IMMER AUFSEHEN ERREGEN!

omniSHAPES and 
squareTILES lea� ets – 
already in the new look

Some of our eyevis 
specialists, male and female 
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) EYEVIS ON ITS OWN BEHALF – EYEVIS BRANCH

n Headquartered in Abu Dhabi, United 
Arab Emirates, since May 2009, the eyevis 
UAE & Middle East team is a composite of 
more than 30 highly motivated technical, 
sales and operational staff.  
Indeed, a recent boost in human capital 
meant that we welcomed several new sales 
heads including a rather unique Englishman, 
Danial Beck, and a new Pre-Sales Director, 
Malcolm Buck. Danial is unique in that he is 
a ‘Brit’ who also speaks fluent Arabic! 
Having spent much of his life following his 
diplomat father throughout the Middle East 
region he bridges the East-West divide 
effortlessly and is a real asset to the sales 
organisation. Malcolm, whilst still grappling 
with the rudimentary elements of the 
Arabic language, does have a very strong 
British military background and coupled 
with his superlative technical and leadership 
skills this gives him a rare insight and ability 
to identify and deliver against the key suc-
cess factors in this niche segment. 

Clearly with a team of this size and know-
ledge base we’re gearing up for success in 
2012 and beyond!
Focusing on 2012 for now, however, of most 
recent note have been extremely strategic 
wins with Abu Dhabi Municipality – an 
organisation managing the purse strings of 
billions of dollars worth of projects in 2012, 
and UAE‘s National Emergency Crisis and 
Disasters Management Authority (NCEMA) 
with whom we have established a valuable 
relationship. Currently, and through close 
alliance with a very strategically placed part-
ner in Oman, we are working towards a high 
value winning bid for a CCTV and Command 
and Control project – we look forward to 
posting this win reference in the next news-
letter!
As the awareness of a need for greater 
security solutions in the region increases so 
has the schedule of locally hosted interna-
tional exhibitions and conferences address-
ing this sector – a leading indicator that 
this segment is growing rapidly. 

The UAE alone has been host to:

 )  Gulf Tra�c, December 2011 – eyevis UAE 
& ME partnered with Traffic Tech

)  International Security and National 
Resilience Exhibition (ISNR), Abu Dhabi, 
March 2012 – we partnered with Harris 
Atlas, METech and Avigilon

 )  Intersec Expo, Dubai, January 2012 – the 
Gulf region’s largest security exhibition,  
we partnered with Acic, Advancis, Avigilon, 
Floria and Recaro

)  CABSAT, Dubai, March 2012 – we show-
cased our AV solutions at this Gulf-wide 
Satellite communications exhibition

News from the Orient
eyevis UAE & Middle East in Abu Dhabi 



) EYEVIS ON ITS OWN BEHALF – EYEVIS PEOPLE

n Electronic engineers for appliances and 
systems build components and appliances, 
for instance for technical appliances in 
information- and communication techno-
logy, for medical technology or monitor-
ing- and testing technology. They set 
up machines and keep them in working 
order. Dennis Büchler decided on this 
interesting job and talks about his train-
ing with eyevis.
An ‘electronic engineer for appliances and 
systems’ works in a recognized trade for 
which there is a set curriculum and exami-
nations overseen by further education 
institutions and regulated by federal law in 
the Vocational Training Act (Berufsbildungs-
gesetz). During the three-and-a-half year 
training an apprentice is attached to a �rm 
in the relevant sector, producing, assem-
bling and/or servicing electronic systems, 
appliances or components. The apprentice 
has �xed days (day-release) when s/he 
attends college for lessons. The eyevis com-
pany also trains apprentices for this occu-
pation; we asked Dennis Büchler to give us 
an insight into his training.

Dennis, tell us something about why 
you wanted to take up this particular kind 
of work. 
Well, �rst of all I would like to say that the 
training as such, but also particularly here at 
eyevis, is very interesting and I enjoy it very 
much. I heard that electronic engineers for 
appliances and systems are in great demand 
and so have very good chances in future. 
Apart from my interest in everything to do 
with electronics that was another reason 
why I decided for this training. And naturally 
I am happy to be training in such an innova-
tive �rm as eyevis. The various assignments 
are very different and there are actually 
always new and interesting things to learn. 

When did you begin your course of training 
and how have things worked out so far? 
I began in September, the year before last. 
Everything began in the production, where 
I learned the �rst essentials and the basics 

of the production processes. Then after half 
a year I came to the project section and 
here I’ve been able to go out quite often on 
installation jobs.

What was the biggest highlight so far in 
your training? 
There was not only one, there were quite 
a few. Particularly interesting for me was 
working on installations in Azerbaijan and 
also Munich, where we built the biggest  
Cube-wall yet with 51 Cubes, which I 
personally helped to install. Apart from the 
installation work as such, which is generally 
quite fascinating, you naturally get around 
quite lot and see lots of things. And the 
evenings with colleagues when you’re away 
on an installation job are always great fun 
and you grow together as a team that can 
cope with any challenges. All in all I have 

very pleasant colleagues and I’m really 
enjoying my training.

So would you do your apprenticeship 
again with eyevis? 
Absolutely, yes. Firstly the training itself is 
inspiring and interesting, secondly the 
assignments are, particularly here at eyevis, 
very diverse, so that you are very well pre-
pared for anything that might come after 
your training, and thirdly you are being 
trained in a dynamic and innovative �rm. 
It’s not the kind of training where you just 
run along with the herd – so you are con-
stantly challenged, but also well supported 
by competent and kind colleagues. And 
what is for me an important aspect: during 
the time when you are “out” on an instal-
lation, you learn so many valuable things 
which go way beyond the job itself.

Through the Eyes of a Trainee 
Dennis Büchler reports on his training 
as an electronic engineer for appliances 
and systems with eyevis 
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DIREC T-LED BACKLIGHT

MODULAR EXPANDABLE

THIN BEZEL DESIGN
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“ Small, quadrilateral LC-displays, which, thanks to their 
compact dimensions and technical properties, are perfectly 
suited for creative designs in modular configurations of 
video walls. This requirement profile was the guideline we 
used when developing eyevis squareTILES.“

  Eric Hénique, Director Marketing and Int. Sales

www.squaretiles.de

SMALL DISPLAYS WITH BIG ADVANTAGES!           SQUARE, SMART, SIMPLE

) EYEVIS ON ITS OWN BEHALF

E Y E VIS IS THE OFFICIAL PARTNER OF THE  BA SKE TBALL TE A M WALTER TIGER S TÜBINGEN



) EYEVIS ON ITS OWN BEHALF – EYEVIS INSTALLATIONS WORLDWIDE

) IMPRINT

)   RusGas Engineering
Russia, Irkutsk Region
Energy Control Room
6× 70" LED-lit Cubes (SXGA+)
1× NPX-4808L Controller

)   Conseil Général de l’Isère
France, Grenoble
Tra�  c Control Center
12× 50" LED-lit DLP Cubes (SXGA+)
1× NPX-4800R Controller
1× eyecon V4 Premium

)   Sielte Sp.A. c/o Snam Rete Gas S.p.A.
Italy, San Donato Milanese
Gas Dispatching Control Room
24× 80" LED-lit Cubes (SXGA+)
2× NPX-4824R Controllers
1× eyecon V4 Premium
2× eStreamer eS100

)   City Surveillance Gdansk
Poland, Gdingen/Gdansk
Crisis management center
18× 67" LED-lit Cubes (SXGA+)
4× 67" LED-lit Cubes (Full HD)
1× NPX-4820R Controller
2× eyecon V4 Basic

)   NPP Atom VNII
Russia, Kalininskaya
Nuclear Power Plant Control
11× 50" LED-lit Cubes (SXGA+)
1× NPX-4812L Controller

)   Duisburg Public Transport
Germany, Duisburg
Public Transport Control Room
18× 60" LED-lit Cubes (Full HD)
3× NPX-4808L Controller
1× ECS-800R Wall Server
1× eyecon V4 Basic

)   Migros
Switzerland, Regensdorf
Virtual Product Presentation
20× 60" LED-lit Cubes (Full HD)

)   Seoul City Electric Power Division
South Korea, Seoul
Energy Dispatching Control
12× 50" LED-lit Cubes (SXGA+)
12× 67" LED-lit Cubes (SXGA+)

)   NOS TV
Netherland, Hilversum
Studio Backdrop/TV Studio 7 and 8
274× omniSHAPES 

)   ONLINE SAS
France, Vitry sur Seine
Data Center
8× 47" 24/7 Videowall LCDs (Full HD)
1× NPX-4808L Controller
1× eyecon V4 Premium – eyevis FR

)   El Sokhna Egypt and Dar Ali Tunis
Egypt, El Ain
Energy Control Room
12× 55" Edge-LED LCD Monitors (Full HD)

)   King Abdullah Financial District 
Electrical Substation
Saudi Arabia, Riad
Energy Dispatching Control
5× 55" Edge-LED LCD Monitor (Full HD)

)   Int. Airport Berlin-Brandenburg
Germany, Berlin
Airport Security Center
12× 42" 24/7 Videowall LCDs (Full HD)
2× NPX-4808L Controller

)   National Association of Statutory 
Health Insurance Physicians
Germany, Berlin
Data Center
8× 60" Seamless Direct-LED Videowall 
LCDs (WXGA)

)   ASYSTEL – Venice MOSE Project
Italy, Venice
18× 46" Seamless Videowall LCDs 
(WXGA)
1× NPX-4820R Controller
1× eyecon V4 Premium

)   Axel Springer Polska
Poland, Warsaw
Control Room Online Communications
12× 55" Seamless Direct-LED Videowall 
LCDs (Full HD)
1× NPX-4812 Controller
1× eyecon V4 Basic

)  Ansaldo Breda
Italy, Rome
Laboratory Climatic Test Facility
14× 47" 24/7 Videowand LCDs
2× NPX-4816 Controller
1× NPX-4816L Controller
1× eyecon V4 Lite

)  Cosmote
Romania, Bucharest
Telecom Network Operations Center
6× 42" 24/7 Videowall LCDs (Full HD)
1× NPX-4812 Controller
1× eyecon V4 Basic

)  AUDI AG
Germany, Munich
Automobile Design Studio
16× 60" Seamless Direct-LED 
Videowall LCDs (WXGA)

)  Parsiyan Pardaz Co.
Iran, Tehran
Energy Control Room
12× 46" Videowall LCDs (Full HD)

)  Telecity Group UK Ltd.
UK, London
Data Center
12× 42" Videowall LCDs (Full HD)
1× NPX-4816R Controller
1× eyecon V4 Basic

)  DGEN Power Plant
India, Dahej
Energy Control Room
8× 46" Seamless 
Direct-LED 
Videowall LCDs 
(Full HD)
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eyevis GmbH
Hundsschleestraße 23
72766 Reutlingen
Germany

Tel.: +49 (0) 7121 43303-0
Fax: +49 (0) 7121 43303-22

Web: www.eyevis.de
E-Mail: info@eyevis.de

) CONTACT

In the next months we are represented 
at the following exhibitions:

For further information on our products you can download our latest brochures at www.eyevis.de.
You can also watch our product videos there.

Visit our exhibition booth and get to know more about our array of
products. The eyevis employees on-site inform you about the possibili-
ties that eyevis offers you. Additionally you can have a look at our 
exhibits and to assure yourself of the high image quality. If you want 

to arrange an appointment to get individual information on our 
exhibition stand at a speci� c time, just let us know in advance. 
Send your preferred date at marketing@eyevis.de or call us at 
+49 (0)7121 43303-0.

) IBC Amsterdam, 07. – 11.09.2012

) Inno Trans Berlin, 18. – 21.09.2012

) Virtual Efficiency Center Congress Fellbach, 20. – 21.09.2012

) Security Essen, 25. – 28.09.2012

) EYEVIS ON–SITE

July

eyevis as the exclusive partner of the sports club TV 1893 Neuhausen 
extends hearty congratulations on their promotion to top German Handball League.




